ABSTRACT: We present wastewater-mediated activation of catalytic micromotors for the degradation of nitroaromatic pollutants in water. These next-generation hybrid micromotors are fabricated by growing catalytically active Pd particles over thin-metal films (Ti/Fe/Cr), which are then rolled-up into self-propelled tubular microjets. Coupling of catalytically active Pd particles inside the micromotor surface in the presence of a 4-nitrophenol pollutant (with NaBH₄ as reductant) results in autonomous motion via the bubble—recoil propulsion mechanism such that the target pollutant mixture (wastewater) is consumed as a fuel, thereby generating nontoxic byproducts. This study also offers several distinct advantages over its predecessors including no pH/temperature manipulation, limited stringent process control and complete destruction of the target pollutant mixture. The improved intermixing ability of the micromotors caused faster degradation ca. 10 times higher as compared to its nonmotile counterpart. The high catalytic efficiency obtained via a wet-lab approach has promising potential in creating hybrid micromotors comprising of multicatalytic systems assembled into one entity for sustainable environmental remediation and theranostics.
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Water contamination due to increasing anthropogenic activity and limited sustainable cleanup strategies affects millions of people around the world. Aquatic pollution with nitroaromatic compounds poses a major environmental threat owing to its recalcitrant nonbiodegradable nature and extensive usage in the industrial production of dyes, pesticides, and explosives among others. 4-Nitrophenol (4-NP) is one such organic pollutant, which is widely used in synthesis of drugs, fungicides, and leather processing and is leached out as an industrial waste requiring immediate attention. Therefore, there is an urgent need to remove such toxic compounds with efficient and noninvasive catalytic systems. At this point, it is important to note that most of the above-mentioned industrial and commercial processes like leather processing, textile/pulp industries, and photographic film production also utilize huge quantities of sodium borohydride (NaBH₄) along with 4-NP as required. For example, in tanneries, NaBH₄ has been used for aging of leather, while 4-NP is also utilized for preservation and darkening of leather. Similarly, 4-NP is an essential parameter for photographic film development, while NaBH₄ is employed to recover silver (precious metal) after its treatment.

Therefore, we see that several industrial processes generate effluent wastewater consisting of 4-NP and NaBH₄, requiring further treatment before their discharge. For the same reason, several interesting concepts have been reported for catalytic degradation of 4-NP pollutant (with NaBH₄ as reductant) by using metal polyelectrolyte brushes, metal–polymer den-
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above and elsewhere for the development of micromotors, most of these studies still require external fuel solely for propulsion, thereby greatly limiting their application. Also, most of the micromotor studies require addition of surfactants (absent in our case); photocatalytic micromotors cannot function efficiently under the water surface (high energy inputs) where such persistent organic pollutants actually accumulates; UV-mediated photoactivation instantly kills any microbiota which is essential for sustainable remediation over a period of time; or carbon/mesoporous material incorporated nondestructive adsorption of the pollutant which requires additional cleanup. As of now, it is rather imperative that these micromotors tend to behave more efficiently than their heterogeneous catalyst counterpart owing to their micromixing effects via a gas evolution reaction. Therefore, there is an urgent need to innovate newer systems which minimize the use of external fuels, surfactants, and unsustainable energy/environmental processes.

In this study, we chose 4-NP owing to its “model candidate” status (see Scheme 1A) where the degradation proceeds via a catalytic reaction involving three compulsory reaction components namely 4-NP, reductant (NaBH₄) and the catalyst (Pd micromotors) along with the formation of a relatively nontoxic product 4-aminophenol (4-AP).13 This can also be well understood by the study done by Pozun et al. clearly showing that the 4-NP reduction reaction takes place at the metal particle surface and not in the solution, even at the higher concentrations of the reducing agent (NaBH₄).16 This is also in accordance with the study done by Esumi et al.18 where the use of metal particles (acting as heterogeneous catalyst) showed that NaBH₄ transfers surface hydrogen to the available site of the catalytic. Thereafter, 4-NP is adsorbed onto the surface as well where they react to form the reaction product. This wastewater comprising of 4-NP and NaBH₄ mixture is a mandatory requirement for catalytic degradation of 4-NP (see Scheme 1A) even under in situ remediation practices and serves as the fuel for our catalytic Pd-micromotor. The associated degradation study can be easily monitored by a spectrophotometer due to the fact that 4-NP aqueous solution is colorless but shows intense yellow color upon addition of NaBH₄ due to the formation of 4-nitrophenolate ion, red-shifting the absorption peak to 400 nm.33,34 The degradation reaction does not proceed in absence of the catalyst, and the absorbance peak with characteristic yellow color tends to remain for several days (as highlighted in the inset image A) of Scheme 1).35 It must be noted that, although there are studies utilizing external fuel sources for micromotor propulsion (like peroxides,36 hydrazine,37 and metal borohydride38), the rationale of this research is based on the fact that NaBH₄ is a compulsory reaction component for 4-NP degradation (acting as the reductant) and must not be confused with addition of an external fuel solely for propulsion. The catalytic reduction of 4-
NP by Pd particles in the presence of NaBH₄ can be explained as shown in Scheme 1B. This can be understood by an in-depth review by Zhao et al. concluding that “both reactants (4-NP and NaBH₄) adsorb on the surface of the particles before the reaction. The adsorption of both substrates is fast, and it is modeled in terms of an equilibrium process described by a Langmuir isotherm. The adsorbed species then react, and finally the reaction product dissociates from the surface” as explained in Scheme 1B. It should be noted that, while 4-NP rapidly degrades to the relatively low-toxic product 4-AP (commonly used in drug formulations, hair dyes etc.), NaBH₄ also forms a nontoxic borate/metaborate which is essentially a part of the soil, as well as food/water additive, highlighting the green chemistry behind our work.

We fabricated pollutant mixture-activated micromotors by growing Pd-catalytic particles over the unrolled thin-film metallic substrate and rolled them up into catalytic microtubes, as depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1A represents the first stage of grid functionalization by thermal decomposition of tetrahydrofuran (THF) to allow subsequent Pd particle growth over the surface. Next, a Pd-Trp mixture for catalyst formation was introduced by drop casting over the THF-functionalized substrate resulting in rapid reduction of Pd(II) and forming dendrimer shaped Pd particles (as later discussed with SEM) stabilized via a polymer-like Trp interface (poly-Trp) (Figure 1B). Finally, the active grid was cleaned and rolled-up into catalytically active microtubes of 50 μm in length and ~8 μm in diameter (Figure 1C).

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out to examine the surface morphology of catalytic Pd particles grown over the microtube surface (see Figure 3).

We observed a highly uneven surface with multiple dendrimer shaped Pd clusters packed together resulting in a distinct micro network (0.1 to ~2 μm) growing on the inner side of the rolled-up tube, as highlighted in Figure 2A and B. Figure 2C shows highly uneven Pd particles (highlighted region of Figure 2B) with a characteristic “crest and trough” landscape which is responsible for a high catalytic activity due to large surface area and efficient binding with the active sites. Figure 2D shows the optimal loading of Pd catalyst once grown and rolled-up inside the 50 μm long and 8 μm wide micromotor. It should be noted that the resulting Pd-surface morphology is highly desirable as much of the catalytic efficiency needed for hydrogen evolution via hydrolysis of NaBH₄ present in the reaction mixture is attributed to the surface roughness and support matrix of the catalyst. This was further confirmed when we observed that no propulsion effect was observed by e-beam deposited Pd layer (10 nm) over thin films (see Video S3 in SI). We were able to achieve the same by incorporating a rough surface morphology with a stable organic support for our catalytic microtubes as confirmed by XPS (see Figure S1 in Supporting Information).

Figure 3A reveals that the motion principle behind our catalytic micromotors is based on the bubble-recoil mechanism (see Video S4 in SI). This is evident in Figure 3A highlighting the three stages of initial nucleation, growth, and release of the bubble inside the tubular structure. Figure 3B shows homogeneous activation of Pd grown rolled-up micromotors with distinct bubble formation once they are introduced in the reaction environment (see Video S5 in SI). These micromotors were able to attain an appreciable speed of about 270 μm/s in the presence of the pollutant mixture as inferred from the tracking data highlighted in Figure 3C (see Video S7 in SI).
We compared the catalytic efficiency of motile micromotors with that of immotile rolled-up tubes fixed to the surface, and the silicon grid containing only flat unrolled metallic thin films as support. Figure 4A shows the decrease in \( \ln(A) \) with respect to time and the associated reaction constant (\( k \)) for all three reaction mixtures. A piece of silicon grid (Ti:Fe:Cr) with surface functionalization but no Pd catalyst was also used as a control (black line). We observed that the Pd-micromotors offered fastest degradation activity as observed in terms of reaction constant (\( k \)) to be 0.66 × 10^{-2}/sec highlighted in Figure 4A. The reaction constant in case of “rolled up but not released” and “grid only” was found to be \( k = 0.32 \times 10^{-2}/s \) and \( k = 0.07 \times 10^{-2}/s \), respectively. This indicates that our tubular microjets have superior catalytic performance due to better distribution or availability of reactants across the active site of Pd catalyst.

This is in agreement with a previously reported study where self-propelled micromotors performed better due to the fluid convection and vortex streams were created along with the micromotor’s movement.\(^{22,23}\) In the present study, the rate of degradation in case of grid alone (without rolling up or releasing) by the virtue of Pd catalytic particles was less as compared to its inclusion inside the rolled-up tubes (4.5 times) and highest in case of micromotors (9.5 times) which were released in the reaction mixture. Owing to its extremely efficient reaction kinetics (Figure 4B), Pd-micromotors were able to degrade over 55% of 4-NP within the first minute of the reaction as compared to only 22% and 1% for the “rolled-up and not released” and “grid alone” case, respectively. Within the half-time of the reaction (5 min), micromotors were able to degrade over 95% of 4-NP and went on to achieve 99% degradation by the end of the reaction period (10 min). This is crucial as the degradation percentage of “rolled-up not released” and “grid only” was found to be 85% and 30% respectively. The associated color change in all of these reaction mixtures was also visually distinguished at the end of the reaction (see Video S6 in SI).

In conclusion, we have shown pollutant mixture activated micromotors for rapid degradation of organic pollutants in water. Most importantly, unlike any previously reported studies, there was no addition of external fuels solely to achieve propulsion (like hydrogen peroxide), pH manipulation, or temperature change, thereby marking a significant step forward in mimicking the real in situ detoxification conditions. Upon completing their degradation activity, these micromotors can be easily recovered using a magnet with no remaining toxic byproducts. The high catalytic efficiency obtained by the growth of a catalyst open new avenues to create hybrid micromotors with multipollutant specificity owing to different catalytic systems assembled onto them for efficient waste management. Owing to its extremely efficient performance and distinct advantages over its counterparts, the next-generation of pollutant-activated hybrid micromotors can have broad implications for sustainable environmental remediation, multianalyte sensing and enabling multistep reactions for advanced microengine enabled propulsion. Finally, we have opened a new dimension for chemical engineers to fabricate efficient catalytic systems to find exciting applications in the ever-growing field of motile micromotors/mechanics.
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